This is an uncorrected, automatic translation from Google Docs - an excuse for the
inevitable mistakes!

Dos & Don'ts The event order
We hope that everyone leaves the meeting with a smile.
Therefore, we recommend that all who do not like our rules or matter have to visit other events. Violations of these
rules, a place prohibition or ban for future meetings can be pronounced.
• Time and again raving guests and participants of the peaceful nature of this meeting. Be considerate and help
those who are looking for a place!
There are many children in the square. Please no unnecessary trips. The provisions of the Road Traffic Regulations
(Highway Code). To style our meeting does not fit:
► loud music, roaring engines, raucous carousing, off-road, military sports.
► night's rest: rest Lasse generators and loud diesel heaters at night - Thank you!
► The camping outside the theme parks is prohibited. With controls can be expected. On the opposite bus turning
point will be towed immediately.
• circle of friends and stakeholders are happy together. Areas may ONLY be reserved in consultation with us
(special caution tape).
► No wagenburgs, barriers and space requirements at the expense of others.
Please introduce yourself to save space and take consideration for those who may arrive late Friday - Thank you!
• Please leave your parking space a little nicer than you have found it!
► Please bring garbage back.
► barbecue fire at least 25cm operate above the ground! → Please, "bring spacer"!
► Dogs are invariably keep on a leash, even in the vicinity of your own parking space, even very small and those
that are very good, have never bitten anyone or no leash are used to. → Please make sure that your dog performs its
business outside of the theme parks.
► Motor Oil: Please with cardboard under "discontinued models" protect nature!
• Many participants discover here, for example, spare parts for classic cars. Others show what they no longer need,
so travel-specific and used items.
► Willys meeting is not a market. No commercial sale.
The clerk's office visits each year our meeting - with controls to be expected.
► Space required: As a maximum reasonable for private offers a trestle table size directly to your own vehicle.
► Sunday rest: every offering of goods on Sunday is enjoined in Rhineland-Palatinate since 2010.
• The meeting will be conducted privately by us. Who is participating in our personal guest.
► Klaus Schütz documented photographically the meeting, his image report is published.
► Participation is at your own risk and peril.
► For the duration of the meeting and for the days before and after the subject premises used our house right.
Those who violate the rules can expect with immediate place ban and ban for future meetings.
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